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Implications of Contextual Empathic Design
for Engineering Education
Abstract
This research paper describes the results of a study exploring how user backgrounds can
systematically be considered in design activities and how this can be used to enhance
engineering design courses.
In human-centered engineering design, understanding what users desire and need is key for
creating innovative solutions [1]. Uncovering insights of users is needed as a backbone to
provide the best possible solution for real customer needs. In this process, it is important to
consider the background of users such as their culture, gender, education, or socio-economic
class. Many project-based engineering design courses have been developed over the years to
explicitly address user needs. However, little is known on how influential these exercises are
on the subsequent design decisions. In order to move towards evidence-based education, we
need to be able to understand the impact of these exercises to improve students’ ability to
consider user backgrounds.
This study is based on a multiple case study of eleven student projects sampled within the past
four years of the three-quarter master's level engineering design course ME310 at Stanford
University. First, mid- and end-of project reports ranging from 50 to 250 pages were coded
from seven projects, chosen after a teaching team session in which the projects were ranked.
Four high-performing and three low-performing projects, in which people were seen highly
pertinent to the design brief, were chosen for the analysis. A systematic comparison of the
methods and strategies reported in each project was performed. Second, four ongoing projects
from 2016 were chosen for further study in which people played a large part in the design
brief. Students from these four projects were interviewed mid-course on how and why they
considered user backgrounds. The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for
analysis, coding each interview for the reported problems and influences for considerations
regarding user backgrounds.
The analysis revealed that challenges in considering user backgrounds occur on three
different levels: First, teams are not aware of the background of the user as they do not
consciously think about it (lack of awareness). Second, they do not understand the user
background, even if they are aware of it (lack of empathy). Third, some teams are aware of
the background and understand it but do not integrate the knowledge into the design (lack of
integration). Especially methods with direct user contact and ones, in which designers
immerse themselves in the user perspective are effective as hereby designers rely less on
stereotypes and the empathic process is facilitated.
We develop a set of methods called “Contextual Empathic Design (CED)” based on the
identified successful patterns of the student design projects to counteract problems occurred in
user considerations. These guidelines enhance the education of engineers by improving their
needfinding capabilities leading to an advanced overall ability to innovate. Further, this paper
marks a novel way of supporting human centered design and provides recommendations on
how CED can be translated into modern engineering education.

1.0 Introduction
In industry and science, huge efforts are made to create innovations since they are the basis
for economic growth and determine the success of companies, communities, and nations [2],
[3], [4]. However, the ability to innovate is a complex issue and has to be understood and
managed properly. An important aspect in the creation of innovations is to understand what
users desire and need [1]. Therefore, an essential part at the beginning of each development is
to uncover insights of users to provide the best possible solution for real customer needs. In
this process, it is important to consider the background of users such as their culture, gender,
education, or socio-economic class. This background, and the set of involved life experiences,
influences people’s patterns of thinking and hence how people behave, how they perceive
their world, and eventually what they desire [5]. Thus, understanding the background of users
is important to understand their needs. Analyzing different contextual influences enhances a
multi-perspective understanding of user problems and leads to more innovative ideas [1], [6].
However, design teams often do not pay sufficient attention to it. There are many examples
where an incomplete understanding of the user background led to unsuccessful projects, and
hence missed market opportunities or higher costs (see [7], [8], [9]).
In order to improve this situation, we have to provide a framework for engineers that guides
them in their development (and consideration of background characteristics) and to teach
them how to apply it. By doing this, we want to give engineers the ability to be aware of the
range of people, who are affected by a product or service as related to their background
characteristics. We coined this consideration and empathy towards users’ backgrounds and
characteristics as “peopleness” (see definition in Appendix).
2.0 Research Approach
We adopted a theory-building case study approach as suggested by Eisenhardt [10] to
investigate (I) why design teams include peopleness or not in their projects and (II) how they
achieve more peopleness in their projects.
2.1 Case Study Design
Cases were selected from the projects of the master's level engineering design course ME310
– a three-quarter course at Stanford University where student teams develop an innovative
solution for a real-world problem and use a Design Thinking approach, each team working
with a unique design brief. After each quarter every team writes an up to 250-page report
describing the whole design process. The course provided cases with uniform structure
(length, schedule, deliverables), ideal for comparisons on peopleness. To gain different
perspectives on the design process, we considered both current projects from the batch of
2017 and projects from previous years (2013 - 2016). Interviews and observations were used
to collect data from the 2017-projects, which could be studied in real time and therefore
enabled a perspective on the messy process of product development with all influences and
problems involved. Hence, these projects were especially valuable to reveal why design teams
included peopleness. Here, problems that hindered the integration and influences that fostered
the integration were extracted.
From past projects, the design reports were analyzed. As these projects were already
completed, their results could be assessed and enabled conclusions on the efficacy of used
practices. These practices, divided into methods and strategies, provide a glimpse in how the
designers achieved more peopleness. Polar cases – successful and less successful cases – were

selected from the past projects as recommended by Eisenhardt [10] and Yin [11] to draw
conclusions and build theory from success and failure.
2.2 Case Selection
Cases were chosen based on the extent of peopleness and for past projects, their success in
addressing peopleness. The selection of the four current projects was based on results from a
workshop with design experts that ranked the projects on peopleness based on the project
prompts (design briefs). For the selection of people-centered projects from 2013 to 2016, a
two-phased selection process was used. First, a natural language algorithm was developed and
used to rank the design reports of all 39 conducted projects in terms of their peopleness by
calculating the word vector distance between the text and a defined list of background
characteristics (the algorithm is described in [12]; see Appendix for the list of characteristics).
Word vectors are mathematical representations of the meanings of words. The algorithm in
the program searched for the closest words to the target word and calculated the average
distance between the vectors.
In the second step, the 11 past projects that were calculated as the most people-centered, were
assessed in a workshop by the course professors (Larry Leifer, Mark Cutkosky, and George
Toye), who are established experts in design and well familiar with all cases. The workshop
was conducted to evaluate how well the team considered people and their background
(peopleness performance, see Figure 1, below).
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Figure 1: The eleven people-centered projects from 2013 - 2016 ranked on two axes

From the 11 projects, we could detect four projects that were more successful in terms of
peopleness and three less successful ones. These were chosen for the cases of the current
study (see also Figure 2). The axis “overall performance” emerged as suggestion from the
workshop participants. However, it did not play a role in the case selection process. Further,
the projects were not ranked on an absolute scale but relatively to one another. This procedure
was used since the professors experienced that they are highly convergent on rank orders
rather than absolute numbers such as grades.
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Figure 2: Selection process of past and current projects

2.3 Data Collection and Analysis
In the 7 cases from past projects (2013 – 2016), the final/quarterly reports (totaling at over
17,000 pages) were used as data. In the four cases of current projects (2017), three sources of
data were used: 16 hours of interviews, 20 hours of observation, and the project reports (over
1600 pages).
The reports and transcripts of the interviews were analyzed in a qualitative text analysis as
suggested by Kuckartz [13]. Three coding rounds were done. In the first round, everything
related to peopleness was coded, i.e. any text mentioning user descriptions together with
background characteristics. This step served as filter, to extract all relevant parts of the text.
Next, the texts were - deduced from the research questions - coded for “methods”,
“strategies”, “problems”, and “influences”. This coding round was done in the program
Dedoose and resulted in 751 code applications. The distribution of the code applications to
these main-categories is shown in Table 1. The primary data source for the identification of
methods and strategies were the reports, but triangulation was done with the interview data.
Similarly, the interviews were used as the primary data source for identifying influences and
problems, but the report data were used as a triangulation.
Table 1: Code applications in the second coding round
data type
interview transcripts
code
method
87
strategy
48
problem
75
influence
87
total
297

reports

total

158
167
14
115
454

245
215
89
202
751

From here, sub-categories were developed inductively based on thematic similarities of the
content [14]. The reports were used to create sub-categories for methods and strategies – the
interview transcripts were used for the identification of problems and influences. We started
with an unsystematic list of methods, strategies, problems, and influences and successively
structured and concentrated them. At a point of saturation, the list was fixed and resulted in
the coding scheme for the last coding round.
Afterwards, the sub-categories were clustered. The clustering of the methods was done
deductively, whereas the strategies, problems, and influences were clustered inductively. The
development and structure of the coding scheme is visualized in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Coding scheme

3.0 Findings
This section presents the findings in the qualitative text analysis.
3.1 Practices
In total 24 methods and 21 strategies were found. It is important to note that the results do not
reflect all applied methods or strategies in the projects, but only those which were used by
teams to bring more peopleness into design.
Methods behind Peopleness
The 21 methods found in the analysis were clustered deductively along the fields of the
“design radar” [15]. This radar categorizes design methods along two axes (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: The radar of design research methods, from Koskinen [15]

The abscissa represents the depth of context. On the left are methods like brainstorming
which are based on the imagination of the designer (cells 1-3). Methods that rely on
secondary data are in the represented sections of the radar (cells 4-6). Here, documents and
statistics are used. User research methods that enable a direct contact with users are located on
the right of the design radar (cells 7-9).
On the ordinate, the depth of role of the designer is expressed. As opposed to participatory
methods, observational methods are the ones where designers observe the users as bystanders
and do not participate in the life of the users. In the immersion-fields, the designer enters the
world of the users to see it from their perspective.
Besides the nine cells of the radar, “structure” was added as another cluster for two methods
that did not fit into the design radar cells. Structuring-methods provide structure to the design
process and guide the integration of peopleness throughout the development. Table 2 shows
which methods were found a how they were clustered.
Table 2: Results of the report-analysis (numbers in the matrix indicate how often a method was mentioned)
design radar clustering

method

less peopleness - group 1
project Project Project Project
total
1
2
3

observation imagined
scenario building
observation imagined
brainstorm
observation imagined/represented persona
observation represented
online survey
observation represented
secondary research
observation experienced
interview with people from field
observation experienced
user interview
observation experienced
expert interview
participation experienced
questionnaire with diary
participation experienced
co-creation workshop
participation experienced
emotion-timetable
participation experienced
brain picture
participation experienced
field visit
participation experienced
user testing
Audi
4
4
immersion imagined
role playing
imagined
represented
experienced
imagined
represented
experienced
immersion
represented
4-dimensional persona
observational
1
1 prototype 1
1
1
1
immersion
experienced
real scale
participatory
immersion
experienced
experience prototyping1
1
immersion
age-man suit
immersionalexperienced
mindmap for culture
Structure structure
structure
mindmap to structure needfinding
total number of different methods
total number of mentioned methods

3

3

2
1
4

x
x
x

good peopleness - group 2
Project Project Project Project
total
8
9
10
11

1
1
3

3

5

3

x
x
3
1
2
x
2
2
1
x
2
x
2
x
3
4
x
13
5
5
11
x
4
1
2
x
1
11
5
2
x
1
x
1
3
x
1
x
1
x
4
x
2
1
1
4
x
1
2
x
3
1
4
5
x
Embraer
Embraer
1
x
imagined1
represented
experienced
imagined
represented experienced
x
2
2
observational
1 2observational
2
21 x
2
2participatory
x
participatory
2
12
x
immersional
2
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1
x
Structure
Structure
1
1
2
x
6
4
7
9
10
11
6
13
19
Panasonic
Panasonic
19
6
17
42
29
29
22
36
158
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imagined
represented experienced
1
2
observational
1 observational
1
21
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1) used nine different
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participatory
2
2
immersional
projects with “good peopleness” (group 2) used 19.immersional
Figure 5 reveals that
group 2 used eleven
Structure
Structure

more methods in the clusters participation, immersion, and structure – the numbers in the
cluster observation differ by one.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the design radar of the two groups (numbers indicate number of different methods)
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Structure
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observational
observational
observational
participatory
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participatory
immersional
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cultural
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Structure
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The format of the first probe was a questionnaire combined with a diary section. The

poor peopleness

poor peopleness

good peopleness

good peopleness

questions revolved around best running experiences [...]. The diary section was designed to
be filled over two days and it would detail the activities on those two days.”
With methods from the immersion-fields, teams can go even one step closer. One example is
the age-man suit. This method is about designing and simulating the sensations elderly people
experience. Thereby, the actual senses are impaired in a way that designers are able to see,
hear, and feel like elderly do. The team recognized the limited reach of traditional methods
and used the age-man suit to immerse into the life of elderly: “Observation and interviews
only get you so far. In order to really step into the shoes of the elderly we needed to feel the
effects of growing old ourselves.” To enhance the authenticity of this experiment, the team
designed an everyday obstacle course. This course included “[...] basic actions you do during
the day, including getting out of the bed, putting on shoes, and going up and down the stairs.”
Also methods that structure findings and help to systematically consider background
characteristics could be detected in the projects of group 2. One team created a context map
where they specifically looked at the culture, socio-economic class, religion, age, and gender
of their users. They also combined all their learnings about culture from interviews in a short
but dense text – a written “mindmap about the user’s culture”: “About culture: People are
relaxed, but timetables aren't kept. Don't worry about the future. Everything is based on
social relationships, work comes after that. Christianity is very prevalent. Education isn't
related to real life, but still very appreciated. [...] It gets dark by 7; don't go alone (or with 2,
or 3). Father is the head of the house, relatives come and go.”
The analysis of the interview transcripts strengthened the findings from the reports. Seven
methods were found in this analysis that were already found in the reports. Furthermore, three
new methods (videos & pictures from field, what-if, asking about biases), forming a new
cluster (“inspiration”), were found from the interviews. Methods from this cluster were
designed to evoke insights regarding peopleness. In the method “asking about biases” a coach
asked the design teams to think about the biases which they brought to a prototype. The
designers were forced to think about their perspective and how this perspective might differ
from the user’s perspective. In this way, they were made aware of the difference – and how
this biased perspective eventually shaped the prototype: “And one of the things [name course coach] frequently did […] when we prototyped an experience, he would ask us to
identify what biases we brought to that prototype. And that was very, very, very, very helpful.
[…] Being a man, I don’t think about safety the way a mother with two little kids [user] thinks
about safety. And, definitely, young, 23-year-old [name - University] graduate students don’t
think about safety in those terms.“
Table 3 consolidates all methods from the report- and interview-analysis segmented into the
structure of the design radar [15].
Table 3: All discovered methods from the reports and interviews
inspiration:

what-if
imagined
brainstorm
observation scenario building

participation
immersion
structure:

asking about biases
represented
experienced
per sona
videos & pictures from field interview with people from field
user interview
online survey
secondary research
expert interview
questionnaire with diary
brain picture
co-creation workshop
field visit
emotion-timetable
user testing
role playing
4-dimensional persona
real scale prototype
experience prototyping
age-man suit
mindmap for culture
mindmap to structure needfinding

Strategies for Peopleness
The report analysis yielded 21 strategies, classified into seven clusters. This clustering was
done inductively based on thematic similarities. Table 4 provides an overview of the analysis.
Table 4: Results from the strategy-analysis with the reports (numbers indicate number of applied codes)

cluster
awareness
broad
perspective
design
reasons

field work

integration

structure
design
principles

less peopleness - group 1
good peopleness - group 2
project Project Project Project applied in Project Project Project Project applied in
strategy
1
2
3
group 1
8
9
10
11
group 2
50%
conscious exploration of culture and context
0%
1
3
awareness of bias
0%
2
3
2
75%
holistic view - consider diverse stakeholder and perspectives
1
33%
1
3
6
8
100%
universal/inclusive design
2
1
67%
6
2
5
8
100%
design for biggest need
0%
1
1
3
75%
broaden findings from field with secondary research
0%
1
2
50%
design for biggest impact
1
33%
0%
rely on imagined or secondary research
2
2
67%
1
25%
go to user environment
4
33%
1
6
5
1
50%
participatory design
0%
3
3
50%
partnership for regularly field visits & user testing
0%
1
1
50%
integration of needfinding results in persona
1
33%
4
2
3
75%
integration of needfinding results in requirements
1
33%
1
2
50%
peopleness in requirements
4
1
67%
3
4
3
4
100%
continously work with persona and complement
0%
1
1
50%
integration of needfinding results in product
0%
1
1
5
1
100%
structure findings and control mechanism
0%
9
4
1
2
100%
persona framework
0%
2
2
50%
knowledge transfer
0%
2
25%
root-cause-analysis
0%
1
2
50%
question centered design
0%
2
1
1
2
100%

Awareness strategies: A pattern was found that most good projects explore background
characteristics consciously and are aware of their bias. For one team of “group 2” a good
understanding of the user’s context was important. They were aware of cultural differences
and therefore analyzed it consciously. The “socio-economic conditions, lifestyles,
environment, etc.” were critical for the team “to be able to conceive empathetic solutions that
would be accepted and effective.”
Three out of four projects with good peopleness reported being aware of their own bias. They
were aware that they make assumptions which come from their perspective, but need to
understand the perspective of their users who often have other background characteristics: “It
is important to note that many of these observations stem from issues due to western cultural
practices when it comes to using the restroom (such as the preference for sitting toilets over
squat toilets, and the need for privacy). These issues must be further investigated: both from
the standpoint of the target country, and among potential users who are more familiar with
these cultural conventions.”
Broad Perspective strategies: It was discovered that all group 2 teams tried to gain a broad
perspective. They achieved a holistic view on the problem space by considering many
different stakeholder and by approaching problems from various perspectives. They also
intuitively applied universal and inclusive design approaches which counteract the exclusion
of potential user groups: “A lot of seniors use wheelchairs or scooter and not making the
product accessible to them would eliminate a lot of users in the facility that would
incorporate the product.”
Design Reasons strategies: It was discovered that teams from group 2 tend to design for the
user with the biggest need and then use secondary research to broaden the findings from

needfinding. In contrast, group 1 chose their user based on the biggest impact and used
imagined or secondary data to justify their selection.
Field Work strategies: The successful design teams used several strategies where getting in
the field and the interaction with users were the focus. They let users participate in their
development process, desired experiences in user experiences, and build partnerships with
institutions that enabled regularly field visits and user testings. One team, for example,
developed a partnership with nursing homes to conduct weekly user tests and interviews: “To
gain access to the elderly, we made a deal with a senior house in Helsinki [...] that allowed us
to visit them weekly. This weekly visit [...] became a centerpiece of the week for us. We would
prepare our prototypes before Wednesday, take them out for testing and user interviews on
Wednesday, and process the results after Wednesday and start preparing for the next
iteration.”
Integration strategies: Especially in group 2, strategies were found where design teams
integrated peopleness in every step of the design process. They used needfindings results for
the definition of their persona and their requirements, they used the persona throughout the
design process, and they eventually integrated peopleness-insights into their product:
“Mahogany was chosen for the base material for its attractiveness to the older population,
indicated by observations of antiques and furniture style.”
Structure strategies: A strong pattern was found in the cluster structure. This was applied by
all projects in group 2, but from none in group 1. Here teams used either formal design
methods or simple tools like lists to structure their results – for example from needfinding.
One team used five themes, that they discovered in needfinding, throughout the whole
development as a control mechanism by analyzing whether all themes are addressed - for
example in prototypes or in the persona. Others used frameworks for their persona where
fields for background characteristics had to be filled out.
Design Principles: Three other strategies were found (knowledge transfer, root-causeanalysis, and question-centered design). These are general principles of how the teams
approached design problems and were solely found in group 2. One team gained peoplenessknowledge by analyzing already finished but similar projects that considered the culture of
their target user group. It was also found that teams in group 2 not only found peopleness
insights but scrutinized their causes and effects. This approach, and also question-centered
design, helped the teams to better understand the design space in a divergent manner (see
[16]): “The definition of footwear may seem trivial at first glance, but in reality it is not. For
example, cultures around the world have different uses for footwear. What is the significance
of this? Are there cultural roots or themes behind these differences?”
3.2 Reasons behind the Degree of Peopleness
Cited Influences
Both the designer’s environment and methods influenced the projects to include peopleness in
their design. The environment is defined as all stimuli that are surrounding the designer such
as internal stakeholders or activities that happen in the class. Whereas the teaching team and
the team members were significant influences in the environment, the user interview was the
most frequently mentioned method (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Influencing factors to include peopleness into design (numbers indicate number of applied codes)

People from the students’ environment, such as the teaching team, were especially influencing
when they told stories. In one project, a TA told the team stories about their children, which
helped them to recognize the needs in this particular context and let them focus on said user
group: “So, because this idea first came from one of our TA, and she has two chaos children,
and she also complained [...] We found it’s a quite interesting topic.”
Furthermore, the team members themselves influenced their teams. In one team a Chinese
team member helped the team to better understand the Chinese culture: “And, particularly for
probably the first three or four months, it was a big jump for me and [name –team member1]
to actually understand a lot of the culture; whereas, [name –team member2] would just come
in and go, “Yeah, that’s just what Chinese people do.” Whereas, for us, it was sort of, “Is it,
really?” Like, we sort of had to have that validated; whereas, for him, it was sort of inherent
that that is what Chinese culture is.”
Methods were found to be highly influencing for including peopleness in the case projects.
Especially user interviews were often mentioned as influence. Although these were often not
specifically designed to learn more about certain background characteristics and their
implications, they provided unanticipated, yet important insights. In one project, two
interviews influenced the team to look at gender differences and consequences for their
design: “So, actually, two interviewees told us about this before we thought about it. They
told us that the problem of, like, being socially isolated after retirement was even more severe
with males than females.”
The analysis of the reports repeated all influences from the interview transcript analysis
except for the influence of the teaching team. In addition, some new influences in the
environmental cluster were identified: personal experience, expert interview, age-man suit,
and co-creation workshop.

Problems
In total, eleven problems were identified that are impediments to including peopleness. These
problems were found on three different levels, which reflect different steps of the inclusion of
background characteristics (both in terms of time and progress):
•
•
•

lack of awareness
lack of empathy/understanding
lack of integration

Furthermore, a fourth cluster was deduced for problems that overarch the whole product
development process (see results in Table 5).
Table 5: Result of the problem-analysis with the interviews (numbers indicate number of applied codes)
project
problem
lack of
awareness

unconsciousness
design for themselves

acceptance of other perspective as
truth
lack of
hard to get users with certain
empathy/
background characteristic
understanding
hard to do needfinding with users from
certain background characteristic
no clear user/persona
peopleness insight, but no integration
lack of
peopleness in requirements but not in
integration product
persona without culture
overarching focus on technology
lack of time
themes

project 1
(2017)
6

project 2
(2017)
13

project 3
(2017)
8

project 4
(2017)
7

2

2

0

2

6

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

1

2

3

1

2

4

3

10

3
0

0
1

2
1

1
0

6
2

0

0

2

0

2

0
2
1

0
0
1

0
1
2

1
0
1

1
3
5

total
34

total in
cluster
40

28

5
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Lack of Awareness: Every case mentioned that they had not included peopleness in the
projects because it was not on their radar – they did not think about the background
characteristics of their user. When asking the teams about background characteristics, they
often gave answers like the following: “I never thought about it, to be honest.” Although
their persona often had a gender, culture, age, or socio-economic class, they did not think
about the implications and assigned those attributes only as a description: “We’ve always kind
of included them in our persona but more as a description of the persona and less as a
distinctive characterization.”
During the interview, however, they expressed interest towards considering peopleness: “Now
that you mention it, it might actually be important, because maybe some of them can afford to
buy a smartphone but maybe some of them can’t.” In some cases, the teams were not aware of
peopleness or did not try to understand it because they designed for themselves: “We didn’t
have the cultural understanding, and, therefore, we probably didn’t use them because of that.
Because they [personas] did quite end up just sounding […] like us, which they shouldn’t.”

Lack of Empathy/Understanding: The interviewees reported 28 times that they had problems
to understand and empathize with the user. Reasons for this were the following:
•

•
•
•

The teams had problems doing needfinding with people from certain backgrounds
such as kids, elderly, and people from certain cultures: “We’ve done some interviews
for kids, but they [...] just start talking and inventing things [...] – it is difficult.”
They had trouble to accept a different cultural perspective as truth.
They had problems getting in contact with users from certain backgrounds.
It was difficult for the teams to understand the user when the persona is unspecific:
“We probably haven’t had a clear user from the start, which has probably not helped
us. [...] So, now that we’re at the sort of pointy end, I think we’ve got a clearer user,
which is helping.”

Lack of Integration: Even with an awareness and understanding of the background of a user,
the teams often did not integrate peopleness insights in the design process: “In Germany, we
spent a bit of time looking at the difference between female and male retirees, and we felt that
the needs in male retirees were more pronounced because they tended to be even less socially
active after retirement than females. But we didn’t really carry on that during the rest of the
quarter.”
Teams also did not integrate their insights in the persona and although one team had
peopleness insights in their requirements they did not integrate this knowledge into their final
solution.
Overarching Themes: Besides previously mentioned problems, the projects did not include
peopleness because they focused on the technology or had no time. Often, these two problems
were interrelated. The teams had to converge and build their prototypes because they had to
deliver a solution and hence were not able to focus on the user anymore.
3.3 Development of Design Guidelines
In most cases, teams are not aware of the user background, or parts of it, because they do not
think about it. But even when they are aware of it, some projects have problems in doing
needfinding and understanding the user background. And sometimes, teams are aware of the
background and understand it, but they fail to integrate the knowledge in their solution. Hence
the integration requires both an awareness and understanding. Table 5 reveals that the
numbers of code instances shrink from the lack of awareness to the integration of peopleness.
An explanation for this phenomenon is that every step requires the existence of the previous
step. The awareness lays the foundation and the integration eventually ensures that peopleness
is considered in the product (see Figure 7).

integration
understanding
awareness
Figure 7: The peopleness pyramid

On the basis of the knowledge created in the case study the Contextual Empathic Design
methodology was developed. This set of methods enables an empathic needfinding process
and focuses on the user’s context. They make use of background characteristics as a source of
inspiration and foster the awareness, understanding, and integration of peopleness insights.
The methods are clustered in the three layers of the peopleness pyramid (see Figure 7):
1. Methods of Discovery (awareness)
2. Methods of Enlightenment (understanding)
3. Methods of Integration (integration)
Peopleness is achieved as an iterative implementation of all steps. Exposure creates
awareness, awareness and empathy yield insights, and peopleness in the product is ensured by
the integration of these insights. In total, Contextual Empathic Design contains 20 method
cards. These include successful methods, counteract the identified problems, and summarize
peopleness strategies which where found in the case study. Many cards are based on existing
methods or are only the first formal descriptions of already used procedures. Some methods
originate directly from the project teams or the teaching team. The framework for the methods
is a structure proposed by Lindemann [17]. It consists of a description of the method and its
application procedure, the purpose, the situation in which the method can be applied, and the
effect. In Figure 8 an exemplary card is depicted.

Purpose

Initial definition of
persona

Time and Effort
low

Effect

Situation

Higher awareness
for user
background,
structured process
of persona
development

middle

high

Integration of
background
characteristics in
persona, empathic
persona

Race

Think and Feel

Hear

Religion

See

Say and Do

Pain
Ethnicity

Gain

Sex

Gender

Language

Geographic Location

Use the empathy map and the background characteristics on
the right as framework for your persona. Not every characteristic
might be relevant, but it is worth to at least consider all of them
in the first place. Use an actual photo for your persona or draw a
person.

Age

Description

Education

Culture

Mental or Physical Abilites

Peopleness-Persona

Socio-Economic Class
7

Figure 8: The method “Peopleness Persona”

4.0 Discussion
In this study it was not considered that different projects might require more or less
peopleness. This could be achieved, for example, with a “light” or “advanced” set of cards.
Furthermore, certain background characteristics might have a different importance in different
projects. In projects that develop a product for a certain culture, culture is probably more
important than for a project that is developing a product for the global market. Although there
are specific methods which support cultural awareness and understanding, there is no support
for the decision which background teams should prioritize – if they should prioritize any at

all. For the developed set of cards, it was defined as important that teams are at least aware of
all characteristics initially and explore them consciously.
It is important to note that the cards represent only a first formal description of the patterns
found in this study. They should be viewed as prototypes that have to be improved iteratively
by testing them in real-life settings. Therefore, it would be valuable to conduct further applied
research on how to integrate the cards into the design process and to measure their impact.
5.0 Outlook - Application in Practice
To extract knowledge about the integration of the cards, a first preliminary study was done. It
should give a first impression of how teams empirically perceive and apply the design cards.
The card-deck was provided during an intense two-week engineering course called
Think.Make.Start (at TU Munich) that represents the process from idea to prototype within
just 10 days in form of a Makeathon. The study goal was to explore the application of the
CED-cards in a real-life context to observe general patterns across teams during application.
The CED-cards were provided to the teams from day 3 after the first ideation phase. During
the last day of the Makeathon, qualitative interview data were collected. The participating
teams also wrote a reflection report about their experiences with Contextual Empathic Design.
Three main reasons prevented observed teams from diving deeply into CED and seriously
using the cards. Students reported the consistent lack of time and high pressure to keep their
deadlines as main reason for not applying CED. Additionally, all participating teams
consistently stated that CED-cards would have been more helpful when provided at the very
beginning and during the initial ideation of their projects. Another key finding is the teams’
desire for an instructor or a manual that facilitates the “right” situational application of a
particular CED-method.
To start measuring the impact of the methods, a qualitative intervention study will follow. In a
controlled quasi-experiment, a treatment group will be introduced to selected CED-methods
whereas a control group will be provided with placebo design methods. Both groups will run
a design task that is set up to be as relevant for peopleness considerations as possible. Each
participant should complete the design task individually while thinking aloud. The transcribed
data set will be coded with the purpose of "counting" peopleness relevant details. This
consecutive study is intended to propose an experimental design that enables future research
to investigate CED-methods and reveals the impact of specific CED-cards on students
peopleness considerations during a design process.
6.0 Conclusion
A qualitative research design was used to build theory from case study research as suggested
by Eisenhardt [10]. Innovation projects of the master's level engineering design course
ME310 at Stanford University were analyzed and patterns of successful methods and
strategies, to include user backgrounds in design, were extracted. Furthermore, the case study
aimed to reveal where teams face problems that hinder the integration of user backgrounds as
well as what influences them to integrate it. A qualitative text analysis of interview transcripts
and design reports ensured a structured approach to identify methods, strategies, problems,
and influences.

It was discovered that, besides the designers’ environment, methods play an important role in
including user backgrounds. Especially methods with direct user contact and methods where
designers are put in the user’s place are effective (immersion). For these methods, the
designers rely less on stereotypes and the empathic process is facilitated. Problems occur on
three different layers. First, teams are not aware of the background of the user because they do
not think about it. Second, they do not understand the user background, even when they are
aware of it. Third, some teams are aware of the background and understand it but do not
integrate the knowledge into the design.
These layers were used as a structure for the development of method cards called “Contextual
Empathic Design”. “Methods of Discovery” help to create an awareness for user
backgrounds. “Methods of Enlightenment” support the process of understanding the
backgrounds and “Methods of Integration” help designers to integrate their insights in the
solution. The methods created in this research are empirically connected to successful patterns
in real design projects and address the most frequent, empirically identified impediments for
including peopleness in design. They should enable an advanced human-centered design
process that increases the desirability of products by harnessing the potential of background
characteristics to better understand users, inform design decisions, and hence foster
innovations.
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Appendix
Definition of Peopleness
Peopleness is awareness and empathy of the range of people, who are affected by a product or
service as related to their background characteristics.
On the basis of Loden and Rosener [18] as well as Bui [19], Jones and McEwen [20], García
[21], and O'Reilly, et al. [22] the following set of background characteristics is defined:
•

culture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gender
sex
education
race
ethnicity
age
religion

•
•
•
•

mental or physical abilities
geographic location
socio-economic class
language

